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I/ LANGUAGE: (12marks)
1- Circle the right option: (3marks)

William (never goes- goes never- always goes) to school by bus. He goes there on foot because it
is near (him-his-he) house. The lessons usually start (in-on-at) 9am. But at the weekend,
pupils(doesn’t have-have-don’t have) lessons because it is a holiday. Last Sunday, William and his
friends(going-went-go) on a journey and they (are-were-was) very happy.

2-Match statement from A with B to get a meaningful paragraph. There is one
extra part in B
A
1/All british children must attend
2/Young children go
3/When a child is five years old, he goes to
4/They learn to
5/After primary school, all children must
6/After the secondary school,

Answers
1+…..
2+……
3+……
4+……
5+…….
6+……..

B
a)to nursery schools at the age of three.
b)primary school.
c)school at the age of five.
d)read,write and count.
e)the students choose their university.
f)is boring.
g)go to secondary school.

3-Circle the right function for the following underlined utterances.
Mike: You look sad. What’s the matter?(asking for information-surprise-inviting)
Charles: I got bad marks. My father will punish me. What should I do?(obligation-likes- advice)
Mike:Well, you must work hard(surprise-obligation-inviting) to improve your level.
Charles: Do you think I will succeed?
Mike: I’m sure you will be able to succeed this year.(ability- promise-possibility)
Charles: Great! (surprise-dislike-describing). I’m going to do my best in the exams.(future plan-

surprise-expressing likes)

3-Fill in the blanks with the right word from the box.There are 2 extra words
(3pts)

performed –do-will study-compulsory-about-are-happy- hate

Peter: For me, school is the place where I relax and work with my friends happily. ……..you agree
with me?

Ali: I……….. school. We study almost fifteen subjects for thirty hours.
Peter : How sad! Thirty hours? In Britain, we study few subjects some are ……………….and some

are optional.

Ali: Yesterday, we …………………a short play. The teacher was ……………..to watch it. He
encouraged us to continue to prepare other plays.

Peter : How nice! I think we ……………….theatre next year.
Ali: I hope so. Drama, sport and music help us to forget about the routine subjects.

II- Listening(8marks)
1-Listen and circle the right answer.(1pt)
The story is about: family

sport

school

2-Listen and write True or false and justify your answer(2pts)
The sentence
a)Mike goes to school and let the frog Kim alone
at home
b)The teacher punished Mike because of kim
3-Listen and circle the right answer(1pt)

true
…..

false
….

Justification
………………………………………

……

…..

……………………………………………

The teacher saw this and (laughed/cried)
4-Circle the right function for the following sentence.(1pt)

The frog enjoys all the lessons.

Likes – hates

5-Circle the word with the right spelling(1pt)

Yesterday,he tried to eat Mike’s (rabber/rober/ rubber) and (pensils/pencils/penciles)
6-Circle the word that has a different sound(1pt)

a)small-classroom –asked

b)green-teacher-great

7-Complete the following statement(1pt)

Mike is …………….with his ………………kim.

GOOD LUCK

